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ABSTRACT: The major objective of the study on the dimensions of
au.tomob-ile demand (1,981-1.988) is to obtain reliable
.forecasts of the variables which drive the fimdamental
energy equation;' energy consumed (litres) = efficiency
oj' technology (litres/lOO kilometres) * utilisation
rate (kiZome7;£les per period)" Since the leveZ of'
utiUsationis unlikely to be independent oj' the state
of' technoZogyJ and both dimensions are aonditioned by
the state oj' the economy and the nature of households
as well as the e,xtent of corpOT'ate sector support to
the household sectoI'J it is necessary to view the levels
of vehicle usage and vehicl,e fuel, ef'f'ic-iency as ou"tputs
of the broader household decision process" This broader
context can be represented by a study of the househol,d's
choice of' automobiles (by number and corrpos-it{on) and
revels of utiZisat-ion. This perspective enahles us to
vieUJ vehicle efjic-iency and utilisation as der-ivai;ives of
a study of the household's demand for mobility sel'V-ices
which are depived from the demand for end activities
(consumption of goods and leisure). Since we are espec-ialZy
interested -in the role of fuel prices and vehicle technology
in the household'_s decision on the level of vehicle utilis
ation,ii; is des-irable to monitor the response path oj' a
sample of households over a period of' time" A s-z.ngle cross
section approach cannot -identify the influence of changing
fuel prices on vehicle use, nor adequately accommodate i;he
temporal relai;ionship beween vehicle purchase/disposal
decis-ions and the ui;ilisation rate. To satisfactorily
represent the roZe oj' pol-icy variables (e .. g. fuel prices,
taxes assoeiated with vehicle possess-ion, si;and.c:e:t'ds for
vehicle i;echnology) in the conte_xt of' the wider set of'
influences on household automobile possession and usage,
we have developed an econometric model ,system which jo-intly
models the household's aho-ice of vehicles and utilisat-ion
lever over the period 1981-1985" . This paper provides a
methodoZogicaZ overV'ieLJ of the project 1J)hich in its
ent;il'ety is due for completion in Zat;e 1988"
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DIMENSIONS OF AUTOMOBILE DEMAND

INTROOUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

The I energy cri ses I of the 70~ 5 have provided us wi th a d ch exper
ience of the ways in which various sectors of society adjust their
patterns of behaviour in response to non-marginal changes in the price
of essent la I resources" Some groups are ab 1e to change thei r' consumpti on/
production profile without penalty, while others incur significant costs"
Although knowledge gained during an event is invaluable in future
planning, the abi] ity to predict the possible consequences of future
actions is also desirable, especially where ther'e are early warning
signals. This capability was not available in relation to the events
in the 70's; if we are to benefit from the experiences of the past it
is necessar'y to establ ish formal methods to evaluate the impl ications on
ener'gy consumpt ion of changes wh i ch lead i ng i nd i ca tors suggest have a
high probabi 1ity of occurrence (e.,g" ageing of the population, continual
increases in fuel prices, impr'ovements in the weight and fuel efficiency
of vehicles, and increases in leisure time)" The extent of thts change
is critical in the calculation of levels of energy consumption"

The primary objective of the dimensions of automobile demand study
(henceforth Iauto proj ect I) is to develop an emp i ri ca lly-based economet
ric modelling system with the capability of determining levels of vehicle
utilisation and fuel efficiency, the critical variables in the fundamental
energy consumption formula. The study is specialised to the household
sector (of urban Australia), a significant consumer of petr.oleum, estim
ated as 1,,9 billion litres in 1981 for the Sydney Metropolitan Area
(Hens her et 01". 1985)"

Households do not derive utility from fuel efficiency and vehicle
use per' se; these are inputs in a compl icated equation of the household
decision-making process, where the influence of corporate sector
supports, househo Id act ivi ty needs, fi nanci a 1 ci r'cumstances. cos ts of
vehicle possession and use, and prefer'ences for par'ticular types of
vehicles all interact to determine the level of use and vehicle efficiency,
Since the level of use and vehicle fuel efficiency (embodied in vehicle
type) are unl ikely to be independent contributions to the energy equation,
it is essential to model jointly the household's decisions on vehicle
purchases and vehicle usage. The strict relationship between the two
decisions can only be identified using household-level data. Such data
can also account for the relationship between vehicles in multi-vehicle
households, which we have identified as having a strong influence on
levels of vehicle-specific use (Hensher 1984, 1985a).. Since the
relationship between changes in influences on use and vehicle efficiency
are not temporally instantaneous, it is necessary to introduce an inter'-
temporal specification., To accommodate this with household level data
necessitates the development of a panel data base. Rel iance an a single
cross-section, which cannot account for' the role of varying fuel pr'ices,
and which uses strong transferability assumptions on household behaviour
as a particular household changes its lposition' in the sample (e.,g. moves
from medium to high income) provides insufficient statistical leverage to
separate the effects of persistent interindividual differences from real
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intertemporal relationships.
'causal l patterns (Hensher and

<

A pane 1" is requ i red to 50r'! out
IIrigley 1986, Hensher 1986.).

the

,nl

The overall framework of the study is summarised in Figur"e 1. There
ar'e three major modules - a vehicle choice (discrete choice) module, the
atemporal intr'a-household vehicle use module and the inter-temporal vehicle
use module. The discr'ete-choices are a nested set of three decisions on
choice of vehicle type mix~ body mix and quantity, estimated as holdings
in Waves 1 to 4. They are pooled in the dynamic specification to obtain
final parameter estimates for linking the vehicle choice and use modules ..
We assume contemporaneous dependency among vehicle use levels in multiple
vehicle households, with vehicle v's use in period t only influencing
the level of use of another household vehicle v", in period t+f via
v's influence on V"'I S utiI isation level in period t. The contemporaneous
dependency is allowed for in theintertemporal (vehicle~specific) usage
mode 1 vi a a predetermi ned parameter! sed i ntra-househo1cl veh icl e use
substitution variable (V in Figure 1).

This paper is organised as follows: the next section sets out the
under'lying economic theory for the static and dynamic specJfications,
which is followed by a summary of the econometric system used in intra-
and inter-temporal model 1ing" The panel data is then descr'ibed as
we 11 as other data sources, We then cl i scuss the po 1icy relevance of
the study" The concluding section emphasises the over'all contribution
of the study, \ve dr'aw on papers of the project which contain details
on the der'ivation of model for'ms etc"

The Overall Framework of the Model System
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The conditional dir'ect utility function can be

u[x,b,z]

Formally, the (9irect) utility function is defined as

utility function

constraint (with

and is maximised subject to an unconditional budget

po the unit price of consumption of the ;th alter-
I

native, which is the cost per ki lometre of vehicle use and r~ the
I

expected annual ised capital cost of vehicle i):

E CP. x. + r:] + z := y
i e,J I I I

and the usual non-negativity constr'aints of X'I .:. 0, z.:. 0 and x.x. := 0"
I J

Y is total income. It is appr'opriate to redefine the direct u~ility

function to recognise that the level of vehicle use is conditional on

The x and z vector's relate to the utilisation decision, and

lP.(b.) relate to the choice of vehicle" If (1) is defined for all
I I

levels of utilisation and all vehicles it is an unconditional direct

The Static (Atemporal) Approach

DIMENsrONS OF AUTOMOSrLE DEMAND

where x is the level of vehicle util isation, W. (,,) is an index function
I

of the quality of the i th vehicle, with b. a vector of the set of
I .

attributes (1, .. ", K) associated with a unit of use of vehicle i

(i,;e" b i := [b i1 , b i2 '''''' biK]l such as fuel efficiency, luggage

capacity. interior space dimensions. boot depth, and acceleration"

z is the standard Hicksian composite commodity used as the numeraire"

We begin with a static representation of individual (householdl
choice behaviour', and once the essential elements are identified for
the myopic case it is relatively simple to introduce a temporal (or
dynamic) dimensiono We assume that individuals as consumers behave
as if they are utility maximisers, and that the choice of vehicle
technology (Le. choice of a consumer durable) and its level of
utilisation are in theory determined simultaneously as the solution
to a single utility maximisation problem, A household is faced with
a universal (but finite) set of mutualIy exclusive vehicles and selects
one alternative out of the set of discrete alternatives in conjunction
with the choice of level of vehicle utilisation. That is, the house
hold makes a discrete choice and a continuous choice"

THE THEORETrCAL FRAMEWORK

the vehicle chosen"

defined as
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Maximisation of 01 subject to a condiiional budget constr'aint,
c

Pi xi + T j + Z = Y and the condition that the shape of the underlying

pr"eferences does not include zer'o level of use of vehicle i (j"e"

x. > Ol, yields a conditional demand function x. (p., $., V-·r.}, the
I I I I I

vehicle usage function" r. is the total annual ised I ife cycle cost,
I

equal to p. x. + r~" The attributes of the i th vehicle are endogenous
I I I

influences on the level of vehicle use, and that although these
attr'ibutes enter directly into the discrete-choice model and not the
vehicle usage model, the level of usage is conditional on choice of
vehicle" Failur'e to recognise and account for this endogeneity in
the usage equation results in selectivity bias.. The many previous
studies on levels of consumption which failed to include the choice
of consumer durab 1e assoc iated wi th the consumpt ion ar'e contenders for
selectivity bias" Only in the rare cir'cumstance of independence is
there no problem.
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The conditional (or'dinar'y) demand equation can be derived using

Roy's tdentity, -, aV/apj A number of functional forms for
x i ( .. = avtaY

(4)

(4a)
~.

I

The demand function for' vehicle use is concerned with an individual
confronted with a given set of prices and income, who wants to choose
an optimal bundle (J"e. levels of vehicle use and zl fr'om the feasible
set defined by the maximum utility level of vehicle use emanating from
maximisation of the conditional dfrect util ity function subje~t to
constraints. We need however to expl icitly represent the discrete
choice pr'oblem so that its econometr'ic 1ink with the vehicle use model
flows from the joint maximisation pr'oblem, Given the predetermined
maximum utility level of vehicle use (the optimal Dundle} we can ask
what set of prices, quality and income will make the individual choose
that particular level of use and level of z1 The optimal level of
x. and z is associated with a specific vehicle and is thus a condit
i6nal optimum.. The 'global' optimum is associated with the vehicle
in the choice set which yields the maximum level of (indirect} utility"
Different prices, (qualities1 and income produce different maximum
utility levels of demand" That is, each discr'ete alternative is
associated with a different optimal bundle of x and z (because we
condition the dir'ect utility function on the selected alternative)..
Thus the condftional indirect utility function associated with the
choice of vehicle is defined as

v[p,~, Y]: max[ vI(p" ~1' Y-r l ', vZ(p z , ~Z' Y-r z), ""',

V)PJ ' ~J' Y-r)J

The discrete choice rule, given that the pr'eferences of the determin
istic utility maximising individual are incompletely observed is
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(7)

(6)

"'8.p.
r.+v./8.]e 1 I)

1 1 1

functional form,

h ~. -B.p.
(Iz ( -(lJ j (Pi) "'" y •. r

j
W/l3

i
JB

j
{> (~}e I I

·'S.P.
('01. (P.) {> ljI. "'" Y '" r. {> V.!B.Je I I

I I I I I I

(jV!3p.
Xi .. ~V!3yl .. Bi{Y-r

i
) + mj(P

i
) +v

i

Y([W. (P.) + W. + y .•
1 1 1

8. (p ••. t)
m.(t)e 1 1 dt

1

where x ..

rh.,

Thus

o
I

Pi

is a general

the unit price of vehicle use (which varies across vehiclesL

is an unknown parameter,

is the unobserved component whIch depends in general on
the choice of vehicle i.,

Pi
(4a) ,

Y

8i
v.

I
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an i nd i rect uti 1 j ty function have been 'j nvest i gated in the econometri c
1iteratur'e; however very few ar'e both computational1y tractable and
capable of handling fixed costs" Hanemann's recent contribution
(Hanemann 1984) yields tractable forms but impl icitly assumes the absence
of any annualised capital costs.. Dubin and McFadden (1984) propose a
specification based on Hausman's (1981) derivation of an indir'ect utility
function from a demand equation which is 1inear in income and prices"
The indirect utility function proposed by Dubin and McFadden (1984) and
suitably modified is:

and

Given

It shou I cl be noted that the probab i 1 i ty dens i ty of x .• f (x) is

not independent of the choice of vehicle technology (as d~fin=~ by

The resulting conditional demand equation (for vehicle use) (7)
is I inear' in parameter's and readily estimable using standard econometric
methods" For multiple-vehicle households there will be as many
equation O)'s as there are vehicles" Three stage least squar'es is
then the appropriate method (see below), The conditional indirect
uti 1ity function (5) is nonl,inear in the parameters and requires non
standard computational software"
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(4a) and (5)). For' computational convenience we set v. = n, a random
I

effect independent of alternative i, and introduce c. as an alternative
I

specific random effect when we specify the estimable form of (5) Since

we can specify the right hand side of (5) as

(S)

(9)

o

o

>

-8. p.
+ ide I I + E.

I

for x

for x

E Skb.k + alP. + S{Y-r.l
k I I i I

Wi •

V.c.) = {ao. +
I I

where
CLor + r 6k. b ki

k
The interdependence between choice of vehicle and level of use is

defined as (". f I SA ('d
I Xi c i

f Gel =x.
I

1 - "r
where f I EA (x) is the pr'obab i 1i ty dens i ty of x., the 1eve 1 of demandx. E: • I

(usage) I ass6ciated with the chosen vehicle; Ai is the feasible choice

set containing i ..

(10)

The likelihood function for the sample of individuals drawn from a
closed population is, for x > 0:

~ = ~ [" f x I<SA GeCqlJ
q=l cq cq q

wher'e c is the chosen alternative in the set A. A two-stage estimation
pr'ocedure is used, given the complexi ty of the joint 1ikeJ ihood function,
The discrete-choice is estimated initially, then a suitable 1inking index
is calculated to account for the presence of self-selectivity which occurs
if an individual choosing particular vehicles uses them more than or less
than observationally identical individuals drawn r'andomly fmm the sampled
population" Selectivity con'eetion involves recognition of the potential
correlation between the unobserved components of the discrete and
continuous choices and the determination of a method of handling the
endogeneity of the unobserved attributes of the vehicle in the util isation
model" Selectivity correction for'mulae can take many for'ms accor'ding to
the functional r'elationship between the discrete and continuous choices"
If we assume that the cumulative distribution function of the error terms
in the d i scr'ete-cho i ce mode J j sir D extreme va 1ue type I (equat i on 11)

Fe (c 1":,,,,,c J ) = exp [-r eXP(-c/~.l}J with scale parameter u > 0 (11)

then it can be shown (see Dubin and McFadden 1984) that the mean of the
unobserved infl uences on the discrete cho i ce that -are not independent
of the unobserved influences on the continuous choice is given as
equation 12 ..

( 12)

seletting alter
The coefficient

Prob.
( !)1
1 - Pr-ob.

J

E(nlo.=I)
I
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J
,. ~Pi(J [ Log pr~bj + r Log Pr'ob.

j:!!E1 J

j"i
Pr'ob. is the predicted pr'obability of an individual

native j J from the set of discr'ete alternative vehicles"
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(tll)

vehicle choice ..

Intertemporal (Dynamic} Extensions

~i i. the dlsturbanc" tcr.. a5Soc:.i~ted ';,h veh'cl" us- wl>iet> i~

; "oel>f/nd"nt of v"hl<;l" c""lce (£(E,l. Ol

Intertemporal utility maximisation is best viewed as an extension
of the myopic model of individual choice behaviour with the elements
of the static structure forming the building blocks for a multiperiod
model of consumer behaviour, We assume that decisions are made at
discrete inter"vals and that behaviour (embodied in plans) is r'evisable
after every period (al though r'evisions do not have to occud. Thus
as an individual moves through time and arrives at later points of time
within the horizon of a plan~ non-fulfilment of expectations may
necessitate a revision in the plan for the remaining per'iods of the
horizon" Furthermore the hor'izon may move as the individual's 'vision'
extends one or more per iods beyond the original plan hor'izon. Changing
expectations are not only influenced by subsequent knowledge of the
future but also by experiences accumulated during the completed phase
of the planning horizon.

DIMENSIDNS OF AUTOMOBILE DEMAND

The empirical forms of the conditional indirect utility equation
associated with choice of vehicle type, and the conditional (ordinar'y)
demand equation for vehicle utilisation ar'e given in (13) and (14)"

- raOi K Ski 6, 6 B -J ~Bp.
Vi'" J.7+ k:l """"jlbki .. (:l,1iPj· U'.F j -~i -i:i1:0Ci~T,YCl e '+E j

N (13)

xi a 11
0

. + 1: <jI .z . + alP. + 6[Y··('C.+M.+F,) ..
l n"'l nl nl I ,_ 'j I

~
~P.Cl1 - J - Prob.
_"_'_ (Log Prob.+ 1: Log Prob.l~)J+(

lJ 'j_' J I-ProD. i
_ i,ii J

.,hece the ~_ ootat;on define"

All unknowns in a logit specification of the discrete choice model are
scaled by a non-negative parameter']1. Other differences between (8)
and (O) follow from the empirical assumption that the unknown discount
rate Cr) for' the annual ised cost of capital is assumed to be a function

of income" Given r. = p.x. + r. c , r.
c

= 'tC~ substitution into (8)
I Y I I I I

gives (13), after S. cancels out since Y does not vary across the
I

~i • unit price of " .... icl .. use (defi'~d os petrol cost onlv in c/lull1

C
i

• capit,,1 coH of ""hid .. ("",,,sur"d by 'eo or uud price)

y • gro., kous"hold inc",""

1\ • "nnu" I "",In""n"nc" a"d rep"i. cMts

,,, '0"")1 to obtain ,nnuallsed capital cost of a v..hiele

%nl .. " ,'ec:tor of oth", ""planatory va,;"bl ... ;nflu..""ing ""hl"le

uti I isa"ion

6
of this 'selectivity correction' variab;,le is - -2Pjcr, where (J is the

standard error of the selectivity parameter and TT p. can be derivedQI .

Further details on selectivity cor'rection are given in Hensher and

Milthorpe (198S) and Dubin and McFadden L1984).
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The for'mation of habit and its pe.rsistence over' time becomes an
important influence on tne simpJificatron of inter'temporal decision making"
It acts to make the behaviour of a consumer whose decision making is
characteri sed by fores i ghtedness as we J 1 as wi 11 ingness to revi se plans
made in the past, strikingly similar to the behaviour of a lshort-sightedl
(i "eo myopic) consumer" Hadar (1971) has proven that if an individual
maximises a multiperiod utility function, which is constrained by a set
of appropriate budget equations, and if the optimal plans are subject
to revision after every period, then there exists a one-period utility
function which, when maximised subject to a single budget constr'aint,
yields a set of dynamic demand functions that trace out the time paths
of the actual amounts consumed (e.g .. vehicle usage) and held (e.g

o
vehicle technology chosen) by an individual.

Hadar's model does not allow for temporal decentralisation of budgets
and the possibility of changing tastes" Define the dir'ect utility function
as

u.
J

u [x., IV. f Z, S]
J J ( 15)

re
)
~nt

ion

'n

le

ime

ion l

ing

,

wher'e the additional term,S, is a vector' of state variables, describing
the state of the (current} choice behaviour as a result of past behaviour"
In particular it repr'esents stocks of dur'ables such as vehicles (defined
by pr'evious choice outcomes - a fi r'st order Markov or' Polya process) and
stocks of habits, including the cumulative effect on present choice of
the most r'ecent continuous experience in a state (a r'enewal process)
and habit persistence (a 'latent' Markov process) (Hensher and Wdgley
19861. The variability in S is the mechanism for endogenising taste
changes .. Without further translation, budget allocations at the beginning
of each discrete time interval are no longer separable and hence neither
is the intertemporal utility function" Since the compli"cation is due
to the pr'esence of s ta te va r i ab 1es, the so Jut ion res ides j n the pos sib i I i ty
of making intertemporal models with state variables formally equivalent to
inter'tempor'aT models without state variables. Since decentr'alisability
simplifies consider'ably the empirical implementation of inter'temporal
models (Phlips, 1983) and the validity of this assumption is dependent on
the suitable accommodation of state variables, the payoff is high"

Spinnewyn (1979) has shown the for'mal equivalence using a change of
variables, which centres on the definition of consumption cost and wealth.
If we can conveniently capture the state variable effect in the notion of
rational habit formation, which requires recognition of the dependence
of current ut i I i ty on past hab i ts (a 1agged i ndexl and the impact of
current decisions on fu·ture preferences Ca 'leading' index), then we can
eliminate the variabTes by Spinnewyn's method:

'Star'ting a pef'iod with a stock of habits constrains the choice of
a consumption plan and tnus imposes a cost" The cost of the initial
stocks of habits is computed for' each per'iod and is subtracted from
wealth .. Current consumption affects the stock of habits in future
per'iods o The cost of induced consumption through habit formation is
added to the cost of cun'ent consumpt ion' (Sp innewyn, 1981, 92)"

1 40
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where b,\(8) replaces each of the static versions of explanatory variables
in equa~lon (131. A similar index can be der'ived for a leading index"
The full summation for a given exogenous var'iable describes the total
reaction of the current choice with respect to the exogenous variable;
successive values of 8 describing the time shape of the reaction. In
practice, our data base (four waves of a panel) has censored the infor'mation
both back in the past and forward into the futur'e, which means that some
components of the index are unobserved. This is especially problematic •
for the lagged Index associated with time per'iod one, and the leading index
for period four" The issue of initial (and final) conditions is discussed
in the method section, but clearly has an important bearing on the capab~'

ility of an empirical specification to handle Spinnewyn's procedure for
el iminating state variables, enabl iog us to rewrite the non-separable
intertemporal utility function so that it becomes weakly separ'able with
respect to the new variables" This approach is preferred to the more
common econometric specifications which incorporate lagged endogenous
variables, which apart from introducing estimation compl ications (serial
correlation) are in the words of Phlips (1983. 287 note 14)

lan optical illusion, due to the use of a discrete
approximation in the measurement of state varia bIes I 0

DIMENSIONS OF AUTOMOBILE DEMAND

To establ ish the relationship~ in an intertempor'al setting, between
the forms of the conditional indir'ect utility function associated with
the discrete choice and the vehicle usage (demand) equation requires a
clarification of the notion of duality" Roy's Identity, used to derive
the ordinary demand function from a conditional indir'ect utility function,
is taken from static duality theory where the indirect utility function
is instantaneous. The standard fnrmula is appropr'iate in the context of
dynamic optimisation when dual ity is atemporal (i .e o r'elationships between
instantaneous functions), and possibly for temporal dual ity (i he, the
r'elationship between the pr'esent values of sequences of the cor'responding
instantaneous parent functions). However when we extend duality to inter
tempora 1 dua I i ty, the linking of instantaneous functi ons wi th the cor'res
ponding temporal functions, the identity needs modification.

The study of consumer durables as a discrete choice amongst mutually
exclusive and collectively exhaustive alternatives assumes in an inter'
tempor'a 1 setti ng that the d i ffer'ence between des i r'ed and actua I stocks
(using the neoclassical jargon of the aggr'egate stock adjustment model
of consumer durable demand) are not instantaneously or' adaptively
actualised" The use of depreciation as a basis of continual augmentation
is r'eplaced with a durable failure interpretation which r'equires repair
and/or replacement decisions on a usually discontinuous basis"

Given decentralisation, the 'cost of the initial stocks of habits'
can be measured by a lagged index (one 'for' each variable)" It is defined
as an appropriate function of the levels of each e:xogenous variable, each
weighted by the state dependence parameter (6) associated with the lagged
endogenous 'consumption' level (which could be utilisation level, or the
binary-valued discrete choice index for each vehicle in the choice set)
(Hensher 1986):
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The essential feature of the inte'r.tempor'al approach is that firstly
the dua 1i ty between the instantaneous i nd i rect ut i 1 i ty funct i on and the
totaZ i nd i rect ut i 1i ty funct ion (or' opt i ma 1 va Jue funct ion) is obta i ned;
and secondly a dynamic analogue of Ray's theorem is used to provide a
derivation of the demand (vehicle usage) equation by simple differentiation
of the optimal value function. The idea is contained in an obscurely
written (and consequently neglected contr'ibution) paper by Cooper. and
MaClaren (1980), Given the form of the optimal value function, V, and
one theorem for mapp i ng V into v, it can be shown that the i nter'tempora I
indirect utility function is defined by

v. QV - avlcw- r)(a>V)-l av,.] (1])
J av* L' av,,> av··

and the optimal vehicle usage (demand) equation is

x
j -w[(~~rl "~jJ ~ r- 3[::~il ~jJ (18)

where W is the time preference rate, r' is the nominal rate of inter'est,
and y* is household income minus the annualised cost of vehicle possession
and usage"

If we define the total indirect utility (or optimal value) function
to have the form in equation (5) then the inter-temporal forms of the
vehicle usage (x.) model can be obtained by application of (t8).. The
vehicle demand (~sage) model is

xj W Xi

The instantaneous indirect utility function becomes

v
j

W Vi (20)

which is identical to the myopic specification (13) except for' the
inclusion of the intertemporal parameter" Wo> w is identified via
specification (16). as an amendment to equation (13)., The same logic
applies to vehicle use,

We now have the theoretical fr'amework for' both the static and dynamic
interpretations of the household's joint choice of vehicles and rate of
use, In the next section we use these results to define the form of the
conditional indirect utility expression for each discrete vehicle in the
choice set (static equation 13 and the required modification 16 for
dynamic choice), and the demand expr'ession for vehicle use (Figur'e 1).,

THE ECONOMETRIC FRAMEWORK

The centrepiece of the econometdc system is the inter'temporal vehicle
uti J isation module with cr itical 1inks from the vehicle choice (SC) and
intra-tempor'al household vehicle use CV VUS) modules (Figure 1) .. The use
module is specified as a panel-based analogue of a simultaneous equations
system., The advantage of this appr'oach over the analogy with a pool ing
method derived from the time series of cr'oss-sections is that it treats
each wave of observations as a more extended set of data on the same
observation; whereas the time series of cross-sections approach views
each wave as a set of new measur'ements on the same oBservations. When
the number of waves is small and the number' of observations is large,
pool ing is much less attractive since the flexibil ity gained by having
T = 4 waves is much more valuable than the precision gained by increasir:g
the sample size to 4Q.
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This earl be simpl Hied as;

where V
,~

DIMENSIONS OF AUTOMOBILE DEMAND

The conditional indirect utility expression associated with each
vehIcle in the feasible choice set, equation Cl31, canoe embedded in a
nested-logit model of vehicle choice" Simpl ifying the notation by ignoring
the nonlinear'-in-parameter specification of the conditional indirect
uti 1ity function, the three discrete choices of vehicle type mix Cv) 9

body mix (ml and quantity Cn) are embodied in the conditional indir'ect
utility function as

A sufficient condition for a nested logit model to be consistent
with indiv..idual util fty maximisation is that the parameters (J-crUel-a),
1-0- of inclusive values I and ,J be in the unit interval and not decline
as we move to higher'-leve'flndecisiBns (Hensher and Johnson 1981, McFadden
[19.82}.. The type mix choice models are specified using a set of unranked
alternatives compdsing the chosen vehicle and 10 randomly generated
alternatives of the same body type (mixl from the univer'sal finite set of
over 4000 vehicles (defined by make~model-vintage-body type and transmission)"
The body mix and quantity choice models are defined on the universal finite
ranked set of a 1ternat ives, defi ned as the re Ievant set of eody-mixes
(sedans, station wagons etc.l as conditioned on fleet size, and the full set
of fleet sizes Ca, 1, 2, more than 2)"
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vehicle type, the (m,n) body

The nested logit model is

V 13"\; + a.~'y + y~'Z ,
vmn ymn mn n

The Discrete-Choice Module
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The type mix choice model is estimated by BLOGiT (Hensher 1985) to
obtain starting values from a ]inearised (in parameters) specification
of (13) for input into the estimation of the oon-I inear form" The
calculated inclusive values from type mix choice are then included in a
full information maximum likelihood nested-logit (FIML-NL) estimation of
the body-mix and fleet size choices. The FIML-NL does not require 000

linear parameter estimation, since the unit price of vehicle use is not
a direct influence on body mix or fleet size. It is not feasible to
apply FIML-NL to all three vehicle choices since -the type choice model
is an unranked set, which for FIML would involve an unmanageable choice
set of over 4000 vehicles. Randomisation is not possible. Details of
the exact specification of choice sets and structural relationship
between decisions in the tree ar'e given in Hensher (1986) and Hensher
et al. (1985c)" Alternative ways of modelling composition choice are
discussed in Hensher (1985b, 1985d)"

There ate (at least) three econometric ways of extending the myopic
discrete-choice model to an inter-temporal context. Approach A involves
estimating wave-specific models (j "e .. myopic forms) and using the estimated
choice probabilities to identify a choice sequence pr'OElability. Although
the approach can include exogenous variables to represent previous period
outcomes or propensities to occupy states in pr'evious per,jods. strong
assumptions such as zer'o serial correlation ar'e invoked" This approach
has been used in Hensher' and Le Plastrier (1985) and Mannering and Winston
(1985) "

In Approach 8 the data is pooled with inter-period linkages bui lt in
through a lagged index (equation 16). one for each exogenous variable"
The lagged index is defined as a weighted sum of each period's level of
the variable with the weight given as the stationarity parameter e (to a
power' of the time periods back from the cur'r'ent, with the current power
= 0) associated with a lagged endogenous choice dummy variable, This
index is a way of handling state dependence without the serial con'elation
attributable to right-hand side lagged endogenous variables" The index
(as mentioned in the pr'evious section) serves also as a mechanism for
adjusting the current levels of 'consumption determinants' to allow for
'stock' effects ..

Approach C treats the data as an exp 1i c it sequence where i n the 1i ke
lihood function associated with the choice sequence probability has two
major' components. one wh i ch accounts for the time i nva ri ant i ofl uences
(including the initial conditions) and the other which incorporates the
time varyi ng i nfl uences" The associ at i on between states (i 0 a sequence)
may be due to an i ntri ns ic characteri st ic of the state that changes the
I ikel iflood of that state, out it may also occur because some unrneasur'ed
and unchanging set of characteristics of an individual causes observed
states to persist.. The latter phenomenon is heterogeneity (see Hensher
and Wrigley 1986). The separati-on of the time-varying and time non-
varying components provides the formal mechanism for explicitly handling
heterogeneity (within and outside of the sample period),

The method increases in complexity as we move from Approach A thr'ough
to Approach C. The essential features of Approach B are summarised below
with mor'e detai 1 given in Hensher' (19861 for Approach B and Smith. Hensher
and Wrigley (1985) for Appr'oach C" The cf'itical issues in a dynamic
(inter-temporal) specification are associated with proper' allowance for
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The random component~ E: ~ includes an initial conditions element~
t qt

e CLqO to recognise the presence of left censor'ing" Subscrlpting by q

means that prior to the sample origin. individuals have differing 'experiences I

(which may be grouped into a manageable set of homogenous classes). and that
failure to accomnodate these individual-specific differences is a failure to
account for' one element of heter'ogeneity.. Two strategies ar'e adopted to
handle the initial conditions problem: we can include a set of group
specific constants to partially account for the heterogeneity of the initial
conditions. and can adjust for' heteroscedasticity Ca special case of heter
ogeneity) due to the var'lation in et" Two-stage estimation is required to
identify the optimal value of 6 J which is required in the calculation of the
conection for heter'oscedasticity so that the random term has equal var'iance
for each observation ..

b"QC{8) is a lagged inde>c opel"'atol'" conditioned 01'1 the state

dependence pal"'ameter 8 assaeiated ",j th a lagged endogenous

'iq, t-l (i e" Vqt • eVq t-! • t, c"1 e T) and

"'qt 1s the traditional el"'l"'or term wit+. a suitable iag (t) operator
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true state dependence (also called feed~ack or cumulative iner'tia), non
stationarity (varying choice probabil ities over time) and the presence of
heterogeneity which can distor't the role of the inter-tempor'a] r'elationships"
Approaches (B) and (C) provide differing ways of addressing these issues ..
Approach B is a practical approach for large discrete choice sets with many
variables" The approach summar'ised below is implemented at each level of
the nested set of decisions, with an inclusive value can'ied forward from
type mix choice and an inclusive value for body mix estimated directly in
the FIML-NL model of body mix-fleet size ..

The approach (B) model is summarised in (jD) to (33}.
Vqt .. Bh''qt (e) i-~qt' 'I '" I, 0.; t .. l,,,,,,,,T (30l

In stage one we estimate myopic models for Waves 3 and 4. chosen
because they ar'e richer in observed lagged data than earlier waves" Two
separ'ate models ar'e r'equired to solve for the value of r'(=0-2 /0 2 ) required

t et w
to obtain the correction weight: (e 2t r + 1} ~ The final 6, which is
invar'iant with each wave. a necessary condition for a general Tag operator',
is likely to be closest to the r'esult obtained using Wave 4 with a grid
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search method, selecting e which produces the lowest log~'l ikel ihood at
convergence. The second stage involveS.. the pooled data with all variables
(right hand and left hand side} conected for neteroscedasticity. Further
refinement of 8 can be allowed in this second stage" The final parameter
estimates are consistent but not fully efficient, thus t-statistics must
be inter'preted as upper estimates.. The selectivity correction variables
can be calculated exactly as done for the myopic model, except now the
estimated parameters are drawn horn the pooled model, Choice sequence
probabilities can be readily calculated as well as the usual choice
elasticities.

The tntra-Temporal Vehicle Use Module

We have identified three approaches to studying household vehicle usage,
referred to as the 'pooled vehicles-in-household' approach CHensher' and
Smith 1986), the 'v~hicle-level' approach (Hensher' 1984) and the 'vehicles-
i n-househo 1d' approach (Hensner 1985a, Hensher et al. 1985). The first
approach views the household as the observational unit with vehicles in
multiple-vehicle households pooled and represented by a set of appropriately
combined attr'ibute levels. The second approach defines the household
vehicle as the observational unit, with the influence of one vehicle's
usage on that of another accounted for by the exogenous specification of
the other vehicle's level of usage.. The third, and preferred, approach
treats the vehicle in the household as the obser'vational unit but allows
endogenous 1y the usage of each veh i c 1e to depend on the use of other'
vehicles in the household"

When vehicle usage is studied separately from vehicle choice, we can
Un the long run) tr'eat vehicle fuel efficiency and petrol cost per
ki lcmetre as endogenous influences on vehicle use, highI ighting the
opportunities to adjust levels of energy consumption via changing the
household's vehicle technology, This appr'oach is outlined in Hensher
(1985a)" An a 1ter'nat ive way of recogn i sing and hand 1 i ng the endogenei ty
of vehicle attributes or vehicle utilisation is via a vehicle choice model
which produces a more general index of portfol io endogeneity, as outl ined
in Hensher' et at. (1985). The latter is the essence of the method used
in the intratemporal model system which links with the intertemporal
vehicle level module ..
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j to
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Formally, the intra-temporal vehicle use module is a
continuous choice equations with correlated en'or terms ..
summarised in (34).

"KM l 61 + 31;(1 -+ AI
Yl -+ e l z) -+ Y1U1 -+ a l Rl + °l SC 1 '" (I

VKMZ 6Z -r 3ZXZ -+ AZY Z -+ 6ZZ2 + YZUz -+ alz + °ZSC
z

-+ (z

system of
I t is

(3/j)

.0
i red

tor' ,

where Xv is a vector of vehicle possession status attrib!,ltes

\ is a vector of vehicle-specific characteristics

Zv is a vector of hO!,lsehold socio-economic spatial location

and fin,andal characteristics

Uv is a vector of vehicle !,lse variables, specific to vehicle v

Rv is a vector of vehicle variables specific to all vehicles

El B ~ A ~. 11 0 are par""""ters to be estimated.
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The vehicle utilisation model is ~efined on all vehicles used by the
household during a specified period~ such as the 12-month period prior to
the point of holdings. The joint modelling of vehicle choice and vehicle
use has to recognise the role of vehicles held during the period of vehicle
use but which were disposed prior to the point of defining vehicle holdings"
The disposed vehicle(s) ar'e included in the set of vehicles in the use
module so that their use has the necessary influence on the use of vehicles
currently held. The period of time dur'lng the specified use period
(12 months) that each vehicle is in the household (ranging from 1 to 12
months) is included as an explanatory (shift) variable in the relevant
usage equation"

The vehicle use module has to be estimated separately for each level
of vehicle quantity" The inclusion of disposed vehicles raises the
question of how to view them; should they be considered a separate vehicle
or in the situation of replacement, suitably combined with the acquir'ed
vehicle? The resolution is not unambiguous We adopt the following
strategy: where a disposed vehicle is replaced by a vehicle (almost
immediately) that is to be used by the same person in the household, we
define the pair of vehicles in the r'eplacement as a single vehicle,
weighting vehicle attributes appropr'jately Where a disposed vehicle
was assoc i ated wi th a d i ffer'ent deci s ion un it in the household to that
associated with the acquir'ed vehicle, we treat the disposed and acquired
vehicles as separate entities" Unambiguously a disposed vehicle with
no acquisition is counted as one vehicle" Hence our definition of house-
hold fleet size is non-standard, and arises as a consequence of joint
modell ing of a point construct and a per iod construcL Existing studies
which have modelled this relationship have failed to account for this
important issue (i.e. Train 1985, Mannering and Winston 1985)" Only in
the special cir'cumstance wher'e all vehicles are held the full 12 months
does the amb i gu i ty not ar i se"

The vehicle use equations for multi-vehicle households include as
explanatory variables the level of use of other vehicles in the household,
and a dummy variable that identifies the presence of a composite vehicle
(derived fr'om a replacement)" The estimated parameters of the former
variable(s) ar'e a measure of the degr'ee of use substitution) the parameter
of the latter var'iable is a measure of the role of vehicle substitution on
the use rate of the compos i te ven ic 1e" Th j s is the first study to have
simultaneously considered the influence on use of selectivity, vehicle
use substitution and vehicle substitution" Empirical r'esults of Wave 1
are given in Hensher et al. (1985)"

Three-stage 1eas t squares [3SLS] is used to obta i n par'ameter est imates"
3SLS combines the instrumental variables technique of two-stage least
squares [2SLS] (using fitted values of the endogenous right-hand side
variables to get 2SLS estimates of all equations):', then the residuals of
each equation are used to estimate the cross-equation variances and
covariances to account for the degree of inter'correlation among the
disturbance terms., Genera 1 i sed 1east squares parameter est imates are
finally obtained, which are more efficient than those of 2SLS,
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The utilisation level of vehicles will be predicted from the inter-tempor'a]
vehicle-level module, linked to Ca) vehicle choice by the selectivity variable
and Cb) use of other vehicles in the household by the vehicle-use substitution
effect (Figure 1), Each wave is viewed as a str'uctural equation in a simul-
taneous equations system" Cross-equation (1 inear) restrictions ar'e imposed
and the sedal covariance matrix associated with a pooling approach (Le, a
time-series of cross-sections) is r'eplaced with a variance matrix of error'S
on the str'uctural equations" A 1imited information maximum 1ikel ihood
(L.lML) method is used to simultaneously estimate the T equations" We allow
for initial conditions and heterogeneity, with some exogenous var'iables able
to be correlated with the individual-specific effects, the latter' tr'eated as
tandom effects" We specjfy a r'educed-form equation for the initial conditions
as well as the T structural equations, giving T + 1 equations in the system.
The errors affecting the dependent vadable in the initial conditions equation
are assumed non-independent of the errors affecting the vehicle usage vartable
in subsequent per'iods"

The gener'al model form for vehicle use in each period is given in equation
05), with the functional form of the right-hand side variables confor'ming
with specifications (14) and (191"
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is a time varying kth observable exogenous influence

associated with vehicle v (e"g. household head, vehicle weight)

d t is an observable wave-specific dUlmly variable (1,0)

sevt is the selectivity correction (12)

av is the unobserved individual-specific effect assumed to

be correlated with a subset of the XkYt's and ~v's:
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p£.lm 1 X' (l ~ o· ptim 1
1:'lv d","O;,... if lvt v • ,... if

p1.!m 1 X' a .. h ;
p.tim \

Z'ZV;'V""z,... if ZlIt V X ,..- if

W
vt

is a wave specific variate independently distributed over

vehicles in households, but with a suitable variance

matrix ,of errors on T + 1 structural equation

X\vt is the part of Xkvt independent of a
v

VKI1
ut

is the aimual kilometres of other vehicles in the household,

... ith,-;;; a p.-edetermined parameter (see Figure 1)

6. y, 6 (1" e are parameters to be estimated,

The Co~plete Model System

The important elements of the model system are (1) the· contempOf'aneou5
i nter'dependence and i nter"tempora 1 independence of ut i 1 i sati on 1eve 15 between
vehicles, (2) lagged endogenous vehicle kilometres or a lagged index for' the
same vehicle, (3) the presence of a subset of time var'iant and time invariant
var'iables that are con-elated with the individual-specific effect (4) con-'
temporaneous linkage of the discrete choices and vehicle use. with discrete
choices linked inter-temporally, (5) cross-equation linear restrictions to
account for intertemporal correlation of the errors. tt is fur'ther assumed
that the exogenous variables ar'e free of measurement error, that non
stationarity can be introduced, and by treating the individual effects as
random effects we overcome the 1 imi tat ions associated -wi th treat ing them as
I fixed' parameters"

The model system for the total study consists of three 1inked discrete
choice models, respectively for type choice, body-mix and fleet size choice,
twelve intra-temporal vehicle use models (three per period for 1, 2. 3 and
more than three vehiclesl and one inter-temporal vehicle use model. These
models form the basis of a scenario model designed to study the impact on
energy consumption of a wide r'ange of potential influences" These include
the structure of the household, the status of vehicle technology, the
fInancial aspects 0f vehicle possession and use, and other considerations
under partial or complete control of the government and corporate sectors
which can be measured by changes in the levels of variables found to influence
the household sectorls choice of vehicle technology and level of vehicle
utilisation" We now turn to the data bases developed for model estimation"

THE EMPIRICAL BASE

The data base for the study consists of a four-wave panel of households
resIdent in the Sydney Metropoli,tan area CSMA) dUT'ing the period 1981-1985,
a vehicle attribute file of all vehicles appl icable to the household sector
(which only excludes vehicles over 3 tonnes), and the population of SMA
vehicle registr'ations for the same period. The data is specified in
discrete time periods of 12 months.. -

The Household Panel

During the period September 1981 to April 1982 an initial sample of
households was drawn fT'om the population of the SMA. A 2-stage sampl ing
strategy was used: the area was stratified by single or contiguous local
government areas, and within each str'atification cell the number of households
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was sampled by probabil ity proportional to the number of households in each
cell. relative to the total SMA, to ensure an equal chance of selection.
At the time of sample selection the 1981 census data had not been released,
so we used the 1976 census as our population base" Consequently we -
obtained some spatial under (in the South-West) and over (in the Nor'th-East)
representation. In the second wave we used the 81-census to corr'ect for
such spatial discrepancy; we su5-sampled the over-represented gr'oup
and intmduced some new households in the west to pr'oduce spatial r'epresent-
ativeness for both Waves 1 and 2" A comparison of the weighted and unweighted
Wave 1 sample was under'taken to test for any attrition bias" The weights
were defined as the ratio of population to sample household number's for each
local government ar'ea" Simple regression models were estimated for annual
household kilometres and number of vehicles. and descr'iptive statistics
(means, standard deviations) calculated for each variable for' the weighted and
unwe ighted samp Ies" rhe resu 1ts on a Z-score of d i ffer'ences, as reported in
Hensher (1986a) suggest that there is no sample bias attr'ibutable to deviations
fr'om str'atified random sampl ing on aJ 1 the major influences on vehicle use and
possession. although ,there is strong evidence to support increasing the number
of households in the south-west and r'educing the number of households in the
nor'th-east.. The final sample of 1434 households in Wave 1 satisfies the
spatial representativeness criterion and the statistical r'epresentativeness
of the parameters of relevant influences on the topic under st\ldy"

The rema i n i ng three waves of data a 1so sat i sfy these cond i t ions; a I though
there is attrition ther'e is no attr'ition bias" Details of procedures used to
investigate the possibility of attdtion bias are given in Hensher (1986a).
The final sample sizes for Waves 2 to 4 ar'e respectively 1291, 1245 and 1197,
The overall continuation rate is 84%. with attrition being random in the sense
that refusals to continue and households which moved out of the closed popul
ation of the SMA have no statistically significant influence on the estimated
par'ameters of the influences on vehicle use and possession, or on the measures
of central tendency.

The survey instrument is a structured questionnaire administered in the
home by a qualified interviewer. Procedur'al details ar'€ summarised in Hensher
(1986a) and Hanzal et al (1985)., The sur'vey forms for' Waves 2 to 4 were
essentially identical, with the Wave 1 form including extra detail in order to
establish the household's commencement status in relation to all vehicles in
the household during the 12-month per'iod pr'ior to the interview date" The
main data obtained are sUfTITladsed in Table 1.. The data can be configured in
many ways to produce a detailed data base for analysis at the household, the
individual or the vehicle level, Examples of use of the data are given in
Hensher (1984, 1985a, 1986a), Hensher and Smith (1986), Hensher' et a!.. (1985)
and Smith, Hensher and Wrigley (1985)"

The Vehicle Attribute File

Complementing the household data bases for each wave are vehicle attr'ibute
files, compiled as independent files. An extensive set of vehicle character'
istics (see Table 21 have been obtained for a r'epresentative set of vehicles
available to the household sector between 1981 and 1985. inclUding all vehicles
held by the sample of households. An initial data base was established for use
with the 1981 (Wave 1) survey, updated annually to include vehicles intr'oduced
in 1982 through to 1985, The 1981 data file contains 3987 vehicles, defined

on the basis of make, model. vintage, body type, tr'ansmission and engine capacity"
Cars (inclUding sedans, coupes, sports and hatchbacks) and station wagons are
def ined as representat ive veh i cl es wi th repr'esented ven i c I es ass I gned to them
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N = nominal. 0 = dichotomous.

VEHICLE ATTRIBUTES

MAIN DATA OBTAINEO FROM HOUSEHOLD SURVEY
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status of each person (male head, female head, son 1 etc.). age
driver's I ieence status, no, of vehicles registered in person's
name, hours worked (ful '~time, part-time), occupation. period
unemployed, sel F-employed, s-eeking work, school, status (primary
high, college-university). ~art-time student retired, home
duties, marital status. income. stability of income, edueational
attainments ethnie origins, working hours Flexibility, liFestyle

expectation of petrol price inereases, attitudes on state of
economy, h0l!seho Id's fi nanc i a 1 status next year and adjus tments
in household's stock of vehicles, costs of other major house
related activities, housing loan or rent, house prices (if moved)
recontact addresses (of a friend and a relative), details of
journey to work for each worker (location, times, costs, modes,
alternatives),

make, model, vintage, body type, statvs'(held full 12 months,
aC<luired. disposed), years in household, precise dates _acquiredl
disposed, l"eplacement statuS, registration category (private.
howscho Id-bus i <'leSS, other-bus iness). f i nand a1 bas i 5 of
acquisition, purchase price, trade-in price, current market
value, transmission, age at acquisition (new, used), time-
dependent costs (registration, compulsory.insura=e-, -Q-the~-

insurance), fueLc.ast..-.-otbeLJ:OsLS...--lrnai-ntenaoce bod
" re~

eng i ne and mechan i ca 1 repa i rs. ty ..es. annua 1 loan repayments)
no-cl a im bonus, annua 1 or part tnereof ki lametres. odometer
reading. days off the road for repairs or other reasons,
ins1,lranee value. tax deduetible expenses, age of ~ .. imary
driver, alloeation of lei lametres to pur~oses, distribution
of non-metropolitan usage by business-non business ",ith vehiele
distanees,oeeupaney and towing, overall vehiele oeeupaney,
seareh and delay costs in acquisition and disposal reported
alternatives to selected aequisition

TABLE 2

Housenold";'data \for' every member in the n6useoold at time of interview):

TABLE 1
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'atio scaled"
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which are essentially the same on the abovementioned criteria Ce.g" a Mazda
323 DL and GLl., Other vehicles (panel .. yans, uti 1ities, light commer'cials,
camper vans, small trucks) are defined on the same criteria but without
represented vehicles" Asepar·ate file is maintained on the new and used
prices of all vehicles for each of 1981 through to 1985,.

This data can be used in a stand-alone context (e.,g" as in Hensher and
Smith (1984), for classifying vehicles), When combined w'ith r'egistration
data, it pr'ovides valuable data on the profile of the vehicle population"
Its prime role in the cur'rent study, however is as the universal (but finite)
set of vehicles from which a household .selects its chosen vehicles" The set
of alternatives in the choice set for type-mix choice modelling are randomly
generated fr'om this fi le; furthermore cer·tain attributes of vehicles that
are easier to obtain fr'om sour'ces other than the household survey are mapped
into the set of vehicles chosen by the household to provide a rich base of
vehicle attributes in the modell ing of vehicle choice and vehicle use"
Further details on the compilation of the attribute files ar'e given in
Hensher and Hiller (1983), Hensher and Hanzal 11985a), and Hensher et aL(1985b)"

Population Vehicle Registration Data

Vehicle registration data are obtained fr'om the New South Wales Oepar·tment
of Motor Transport as a dump of all vehicles on register in N5\oJ as of December
of each year. The data are then pr'epared for the SMA so that it can be related
to the vehicle attribute file. Tne absence of model identification makes the
pr'ocess extremely complex, with heavy r'eliance placed on the tare weights of
vehicles, which together with make and vintage (for business and private
classification), provides the basis for' mapping. The problems and assumptions
are set out in Hensher et aI" (,.1985) and Hensher' (1984). The registr'ation
data are used in the discrete type-choice models to represent exposure to
vehicle types, a proxy for informatIon on vehicles and the bandwagon effect"
A11 other th i ngs being equa I we expect the probab i 1 i ty of se1ecti ng a
particular vehicle type to be higher wher'e their presence in the market is
gr'eater (Hensher et al., 1985).,

POll CY RELEVANCE

The origins of the automobile study stem from the observation that so
1ittle is known about the influence that retail petrol prices have on the
household's choice of automobile(s) and on the pattern and level of util is
ation. The opportunity to study this issue is especially limited by a dearth
of r'eliable data on vehicle usage" With so many other var'iables of a 'fluid'
natur'e existing to influence the household's overall consumption of non
r'enewable fuels, available aggregate efforts to predict levels of energy
consumption in the presence of various fuel prices suffer from both the fallacy
of composition and the neutr'alising of important individual-specific effects"
Only by concentrating a study at the household level (and analysing data
at this level) can we hope to identify the fuller set of influences on vehicle
choice and vehicle use, the two key decisions made by households, which
determine the level of energy consumed" In adopting this strategy, not only
ar'e we identifying tne true role of retail petrol prices, for example, we
are also revealing a wider' r'ange of policy-tools available as possible
alternative (or complementary} mechanisms for' achieving desir'ed goals with a
lesser negative impact on households.
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Petrol prices per se, as a general instrument, can have undesirable
distr'ibutional impl ications; to identi,{y these equity aspects requires a
knowledge of the householdls financial base, the fuel efficiency of vehicles
held, the requirements for vehicle use (e"g. the self employed tradesman),
and the financial responsibility for vehicle costs (e"g" the household or
a non-household business) Such information can only be obtained at the
household level and in the cur'rent climate of data scarcity by the collection
of new data,

Furthermor'e, to unravel the causal ity associated with pol icies which can
impact on households in differ·jog ways at different time-distances from the
introduction of a pol icy requires a longitudinal data perspective.. For
example, increasing fuel prices can be associated with an initial response
of reduced usage; subsequently vehicle replacement can be used as the
response with usage levels being r'e-established - even increased - with a
more fuel efficient vehicle" Failure to distinguish true intertemporal
r'elations~ips from persistent inter-household differences (cross-section
studies being 1imited to the latter') wi 11 produce spurious (i He. unaccounted
heterogeneity) inferences, even in the presence of a tight a priori theory
of causa 1i ty"

Panel data, as distinct from other more coarse longitudinal designs
which use cohorts, enables us to expl icitly include the role of state
dependence and habit persistence in the pal icy-sensitive model system" The
combination of intertemporal influence and a full set of influences on
vehicle choice and utilisation, together' with an allowance for the inter
dependence of these key decisions, must improve our under'standing of the
ener'9Y consumption process of households, rrrust pr'ovide policy adviser's
(and others) with a richer basket of options (suggesting different ways of
achieving the same tar'gets) and must~ subject to appr'opriate forecasts of
the levels of ther'elevant exogenous variables (an issue of even more
impor'tance in more real istic models of behaviour), provide improved
predictions of responses to pol icy"

Preliminary analysis of Wave 1 data has aIr'eady highlighted a set of
influences on vehicle use hitherto not consider'ed. The most important
finding is the determination o"f the extent of influence on vehicle usage
of the presence of a bus i ness- reg is te r'ed veh i c 1e in the househo 1d fleet,.
Pr'evious studies have treated all vehicles as if they were privately
reg i stered wi th a 11 costs met by the household. Wi th close to 20% of
total household vehicle stock register'ed in the name of a business and
approximately one half of these vehicles provided to households at zero
cost (for both possession and use}, the remaining 50% being a tax-deductible
expense, allowance for this financial privilege, added to the knowledge that
one in 3" 5 househo 1ds have access to such ven i c 1es, sign i f i cant 1y reduces
the petml price elasticity of demand tHensher 1985a)., Since business
registered (household and other} vehicles display higher annual kilometres
than pr'ivate vehicles (19454, 17323 and 11900 respectively in 1981),
ignoring this trend in such registrations will result in over-optimistic
predictions of the amount of energy conserved through a pricing pol icy
which affects the costs of motor'ing" The potential for vehicle-use
substitution in multiple vehicle households (47.8% of households) and for
vehicle substitution in all households add fur"ther mechanisms for' r'esponding
to fuel price changes. A more extensive descriptive assessment is given in
Henshe, and Smith (19861.
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The way the study is used to identify levels of fuel consumed is
summarised in Figure 2 (in conjunction with Figure 1)" Two central
identities which relate fuel consumption to fuel efficiency, utilisation
rate, un i t (reta i 1) pr i ce of fue 1 and average fue 1 cos t of usage are
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If we aSSume that the rate of vehic:e utn isation is a function of aver'age
fuel cost (and othei vadabies), and that vehicie ruel efficiency selected
by the household is a function of the unit price of fuel, then given the
functional inter'dependencies between (38) and (39), the direct elasticiti,es
of fuel consumption wi th respect to the unit price of fuel and fuel
efficiency can be derived (Hensher et al. 1985), The empirical relationships
in the model system are between VKM and PTCSKM, and between the pr'obabi 1 ity
of selecting a vehicle and VEFF (and maybe PTCSKM)" To derive suitable
elasticities and to forecast levels of fuel consumed requir'es us to estimate
the vehicle usage and vehicle choice models, where the roles of VEFF, P, and

and PTCSKM are assessed in the context of the full set of influences on household
vcnic;c choice and use behaviour. Given exogenously supplied projections on the
Jeveis a:-:d distribution of the exogenous var'iablesin the model system (which
may be specified as scenarios), we can pr'edict the levels of VKM for each house
hold~ id:ntify the proba~i1ities ~f :electing par'ticular vehicles, and by the
applIcatIon of (40) obtain a prediction of annual litr'es consumed. Prob and
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The forecasts of fuel consumption ar'e part of a broader based pol icy
perspective (Figure 31 which via a scenario based general equilibr'ium model
of the automobile market incor'porating new vehicle supply, used vehicle
scr'appage and household demand. pr'edictions of vehicle stocks and levels
of usage can be obtained"

The emphasis is on a higlily disaggregate household-level perspective
which does not suffer from the spatial specificity of more conventional
'household-based' aggregate approaches, and which further emphasises inter-
temporal relationships to accommodate the pr'ocess of change, which by
necessity is temporal, Consequently we view the study as being capable of
providing predictions of energy consumption in the household automobile
sector over the long term (up to the year 2000) as we! 1 as in the short/
medium term. The r'elative strength of the approach j's in the estimates
of the model parameters which are in principle more robust meaSUf'es of
preference than are parameters obtained with aggregate data. The validity
of any predictions will ultimately be conditioned cy the reliability of the
exogenously suppl ied projections of influencing variables" However, given
the depth of the model system, the ability to distinguish the influence of
particular pol icy instruments, which is absent in existing studies in
Australia and most studies elsewher'e, we ar'e able to provide evidence on the
r'elative effectiveness of alternative policy instruments in meeting the
defined objectives. The model parameters can be transferred to other ur'ban
contexts in Australiac By suitable adjustments using standard procedur'es
(see Hensher and Johnson 1981), and given the availability of data on the
exogenous variables, predictions of fuel consumption in urban Aust1"al ia
can be obtained"

(40)
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The model can be used, for' example, to identify the likely effects of
the introduction of unleaded petrol, l.fG, a maximum national speed limit,
and mandated changes to the vehicle emi'Ssion system" Each of these
supply-side actions can be expressed on the demand side by the unit p~ice
of fuel, changing vehicle effici"ency (even purchase price) and other
dimensions of perfor'mance (e.g,. acceleration, weight). Given external
evidence on the effect of reducing speed limits on vehicle kilometres
and/or marginal use cost, the change in fuel consumption can be predicted ..
The effect of differential pr'icing of leaded and unleaded petrol on fuel
consumption can be easily assessed" Further discussion of specific
pol icies is given in Hensher et al, (1985), and in other paper's in progr'ess"

CONCLUSION

The 'dimensions of automobile demand} study is a contribution to three
main areas of r'esearch. Firstly it provides an impr'oved modelling capab
ility in studying the influences on vehicle ownership and utilisation
decisions in the household sector, so that we can obtain improved predictions
of household vehicle hoidings by type, vehicle usage by type and fuel
consumption" Non-energy policy can also be examined such as the revenue
imp! ications of different tax rates on vehicle registration, purchase,
maintenance elements, etc,,: the impl ications of changing vehicle technology
on manufacturer market share and hence pr'ospects for the automobile
industry; and the implications of the changing levels of vehicle owner'ship
on road investment.. The range of outputs are of relevance to automobi le
manufacturers, oil companies, all levels of government, and interest
giOupS (moto;ist associations, consumer groups, motor' traders association),

Secondly, this study places in an intertemporal setting econometric
methods of handling the relationship between discrete and continuous choices"
fn so doing we are able to accommodate the proper r'elationship between the
(derived) demand for' consumer durables and the demand for levels of
consumption of durables" The failur'e of the great major'tty of applied
economic studies to treat the two issues jointly is cer'tainly theoretically
inval id, and may in due cour'se explain a significant measure of prediction
ef'ror and erroneous pol icy" It is intuitively appeal ing, at the household
level,to relate consumer durable choice and the level of consumption
temporally since the opportunity to adjust the 'level' of consumer
durables in the context of the many issues of interest is restricted by
the lumpiness of dur'ables and their' cost..

Thirdly, collection of longitudinal data provides a means of identifying
the relative strengths and weaknesses of a single cross-section, as well
as extending the range of issues that can be studied .. This study has
generated an extensive and invaluable data base which hopefully can be
used in many research contexts as well as providing an exemplary reference
point, especially in energy and tr'anspor't economics, to the value of panel
data approaches ..
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